Exploring the Ultra Small // July 23, 2017

VISIT OUR NANOCENTER

TRY hands-on activities, SEE demonstrations and TOUR the Center for Functional Nanomaterials (ALL DAY EVENT)

TOUR STARTS IN BERKNER HALL ROOM B
*Must attend introduction in Berkner Hall Room B to get bus ticket; last facility visit begins at 3 p.m.*

Energy, CO₂, Climate, and You!
A Family Friendly Science Talk on Energy and Climate by Stephen Schwartz
11:00 AM • 12:30 PM • 2:00 PM
(TALK) 45 minutes, Ages 6 & up
Meet Talk Escort at reception desk in Berkner Hall.

Lisa Lou in the “Magic of Chemistry”
Berkner Hall Auditorium
12:00 NOON • 1:30 PM • 3:00 PM
(SHOW) 1 hour, All ages
Doors open 15 minutes before show time. Be sure to arrive early as the auditorium fills quickly.

Your Smart Phone through the Eyes of a Nanoscientist
A Look at Today’s Technology with Nanoscientist Mark Hybertsen
1:00 PM • 3:00 PM
(TALK) 45 minutes, Ages 10 & up
Meet Talk Escort at reception desk in Berkner Hall.

Nanoscience and Nanotechnology: Explore science at super small scales
(HANDS-ON ACTIVITIES AND DEMONSTRATIONS)
All day in Berkner Lobby